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Weekly Reader: Summer Express (Between Grades 4 & 5) Workbook
Nonfiction master Russell Freedman illuminates for young readers the complex and rarely discussed subject of World War I.
The tangled relationships and alliances of many nations, the introduction of modern weaponry, and top-level military
decisions that resulted in thousands upon thousands of casualties all contributed to the "great war," which people hoped
and believed would be the only conflict of its kind. In this clear and authoritative account, the Newbery Medal-winning
author shows the ways in which the seeds of a second world war were sown in the first. Numerous archival photographs
give the often disturbing subject matter a moving visual counterpart. Includes source notes, a bibliography, and an index.

Lumos Summer Learning HeadStart, Grade 8 to 9: Includes Engaging Activities, Math,
Reading, Vocabulary, Writing and Language Practice
Spectrum Math for grade 7 keeps kids at the top of their math game using progressive practice, math in everyday settings,
and tests to monitor progress. The math workbook covers algebra, geometry, statistics, proportions, ratios, and more. A
best-selling series for well over 15 years, Spectrum still leads the way because it works. It works for parents who want to
give their child a leg up in math. It works for teachers who want their students to meet—and surpass—learning goals. And it
works to help children build confidence and advance their skills. No matter what subject or grade, Spectrum provides
thorough practice and focused instruction to support student success.
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Rogue Wave
Explains the meanings of percents and ratios, discusses calculation techniques, and includes many examples.

Trace with Me Pre-Handwriting Practice
The 100+ Series, Algebra, offers in-depth practice and review for challenging middle school math topics such as radicals
and exponents; factoring; and solving and graphing equations. Bonus activities on each page help extend the learning and
activities, making these books perfect for daily review in the classroom or at home. Common Core State Standards have
raised expectations for math learning, and many students in grades 6Ð8 are studying more accelerated math at younger
ages. The 100+ Series provides the solution with titles that include over 100 targeted practice activities for learning
algebra, geometry, and other advanced math topics. It also features over 100 reproducible, subject specific, practice pages
to support standards-based instruction.

Freshman Phenom
A Newbery Medal winning modern classic about a racially divided small town and a boy who runs. Jeffrey Lionel "Maniac"
Magee might have lived a normal life if a freak accident hadn't made him an orphan. After living with his unhappy and
uptight aunt and uncle for eight years, he decides to run--and not just run away, but run. This is where the myth of Maniac
Magee begins, as he changes the lives of a racially divided small town with his amazing and legendary feats.

Houghton Mifflin Mathematics, California Edition
A Pulitzer Prize winner makes her debut for young readers. Jane Smiley makes her debut for young readers in this stirring
novel set on a California horse ranch in the 1960s. Seventh-grader Abby Lovitt has always been more at ease with horses
than with people. Her father insists they call all the mares “Jewel” and all the geldings “George” and warns Abby not to get
attached: the horses are there to be sold. But with all the stress at school (the Big Four have turned against Abby and her
friends) and home (her brother Danny is gone—for good, it seems—and now Daddy won’t speak his name), Abby seeks
refuge with the Georges and the Jewels. But there’s one gelding on her family’s farm that gives her no end of trouble: the
horse who won’t meet her gaze, the horse who bucks her right off every chance he gets, the horse her father makes her
ride and train, every day. She calls him the Ornery George. From the Hardcover edition.

The Magician's Hat
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Uses contemporary scenarios to introduce major philosophers, including Mills, Locke, Plato, Nietzsche, and Sartre.

Pillar of Fire
Give children a head start in school! This collection of colorful, fun-filled activity pages is designed to reinforce skills through
engaging activities. With more than 100 curriculum-based pages-arranged in a progressive, 10-week format-targeting
handwriting, alphabet and number recognition, reading, phonics, math, and more this book will help prepare preschoolers
for kindergarten. A summer's worth of great learning from the trusted editors of Weekly Reader!

Hands-On Math Projects with Real-Life Applications, Grades 3-5
TODDLER–GRADE 1/AGES 3–7: This title offers children practice to strengthen their early handwriting skills while learning
stroke and letter formation. INCLUDES: This handwriting workbook features hours of colorful tracing activities to help young
learners develop fine motor skills. WHY TRACE WITH ME: This series gives young learners the practice to master early
reading, math, and basic concepts for school success. FUN AND ENGAGING: Each page features colorful illustrations and
engaging activities that will hold a child's attention while they practice essential skills for school success. HOMESCHOOL
FRIENDLY: This series is great for at-home learning so children can master their early learning skills.

Shirts, Shorts, and Shoes
At Canaan's Edge concludes America in the King Years, a three-volume history that will endure as a masterpiece of
storytelling on American race, violence, and democracy. Pulitzer Prize-winner and bestselling author Taylor Branch makes
clear in this magisterial account of the civil rights movement that Martin Luther King, Jr., earned a place next to James
Madison and Abraham Lincoln in the pantheon of American history. In At Canaan's Edge, King and his movement stand at
the zenith of America's defining story, one decade into an epic struggle for the promises of democracy. Branch opens with
the authorities' violent suppression of a voting-rights march in Alabama on March 7, 1965. The quest to cross Selma's
Edmund Pettus Bridge engages the conscience of the world, strains the civil rights coalition, and embroils King in
negotiations with all three branches of the U.S. government. The marches from Selma coincide with the first landing of
large U.S. combat units in South Vietnam. The escalation of the war severs the cooperation of King and President Lyndon
Johnson after a collaboration that culminated in the landmark 1965 Voting Rights Act. After Selma, young pilgrims led by
Stokely Carmichael take the movement into adjacent Lowndes County, Alabama, where not a single member of the black
majority has tried to vote in the twentieth century. Freedom workers are murdered, but sharecroppers learn to read, dare to
vote, and build their own political party. Carmichael leaves in frustration to proclaim his famous black power doctrine,
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taking the local panther ballot symbol to become an icon of armed rebellion. Also after Selma, King takes nonviolence into
Northern urban ghettoes. Integrated marches through Chicago expose hatreds and fears no less virulent than the
Mississippi Klan's, but King's 1966 settlement with Mayor Richard Daley does not gain the kind of national response that
generated victories from Birmingham and Selma. We watch King overrule his advisers to bring all his eloquence into dissent
from the Vietnam War. We watch King make an embattled decision to concentrate his next campaign on a positive compact
to address poverty. We reach Memphis, the garbage workers' strike, and King's assassination. Parting the Waters provided
an unsurpassed portrait of King's rise to greatness, beginning with the 1955 Montgomery bus boycott and ending with the
assassination of President John F. Kennedy in 1963. In Pillar of Fire, theologians and college students braved the dangerous
Mississippi Freedom Summer of 1964 as Malcolm X raised a militant new voice for racial separatism. The Civil Rights Act of
1964 outlawed segregation by race and mandated equal opportunity for women. From the pinnacle of winning the Nobel
Peace Prize, King willed himself back to "the valley" of jail in his daunting Selma campaign. At Canaan's Edge portrays King
at the height of his moral power even as his worldly power is waning. It shows why his fidelity to freedom and nonviolence
makes him a defining figure long beyond his brilliant life and violent end.

Dirt Road Home
A free sneak preview of The Meaning of Maggie by Megan Jean Sovern. Download now and enjoy this extended excerpt
before the book goes on sale on May 6, 2014. As befits a future President of the United States of America, Maggie Mayfield
has decided to write a memoir of the past year of her life. And what a banner year it's been! During this period she's
Student of the Month on a regular basis, an official shareholder of Coca-Cola stock, and defending Science Fair champion.
Most importantly, though, this is the year Maggie has to pull up her bootstraps (the family motto) and finally learn why her
cool-dude dad is in a wheelchair, no matter how scary that is. Author Megan Jean Sovern, herself the daughter of a dad with
multiple sclerosis, writes with the funny grace and assured prose of a new literary star. A portion of the proceeds of the sale
of this book will be donated to the National Multiple Sclerosis Society.

Suggested Reading
The award-winning author of The Cay presents eight gripping stories of adventure at sea, including the tale of a teenager
who fights to survive after a thundering wave leaves her trapped in an overturned boat. Reprint.

Sixth-Grade Math Minutes
Updated with reproducible tests and separate Student Books (sold in packages of 10), this edition provides proofreading
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practice focusing on punctuation, usage, and writing skills.

COLOR and SOLVE
Spectrum(R) Word Problems for grade 8 includes practice for essential math skills, such as real world applications, multistep word problems, variables, ratio and proportion, perimeter, area and volume, percents, statistics and more.
Spectrum(R) Word Problems supplement to classroom work and proficiency test preparation. The series provides examples
of how the math skills students learn in school apply to everyday life with challenging, multi-step word problems. It features
practice with word problems that are an essential part of the Common Core State Standards. Word problem practice is
provided for essential math skills, such as fractions, decimals, percents, metric and customary measurement, graphs and
probability, and preparing for algebra and more.

Uprising
The fire at the Triangle Waist Company in New York City, which claimed the lives of 146 young immigrant workers, is one of
the worst disasters since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, and the disaster, which brought attention to the labor
movement in America, is part of the curriculum in classrooms throughout the country. Told from alternating points of view,
this historical novel draws upon the experiences of three very different young women: Bella, who has just emigrated from
Italy and doesn't speak a word of English; Yetta, a Russian immigrant and crusader for labor rights; and Jane, the daughter
of a wealthy businessman. Bella and Yetta work together at the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory under terrible conditions--their
pay is docked for even the slightest mistake, the bosses turn the clocks back so closing time is delayed, and they are locked
into the factory all day, only to be frisked before they leave at night to make sure they haven't stolen any shirtwaists. When
the situation worsens, Yetta leads the factory's effort to strike, and she meets Jane on the picket line. Jane, who feels
trapped by the limits of her own sheltered existence, joins a group of high-society women who have taken an interest in the
strike as a way of supporting women's suffrage. Through a series of twists and turns, the three girls become fast
friends--and all of them are in the Triangle Shirtwast Factory on March 25, 1911, the day of the fateful fire. In a novel that
puts a human face on the tragedy, Margaret Peterson Haddix has created a sweeping, forceful tale that will have readers
guessing until the last page who--if anyone--survives.

The Georges and the Jewels
The story of of the orphan boy Moon, begun in Watt Key's award-winning Alabama Moon, continues with Dirt Road Home
After his recapture, gutsy 14-year-old Hal Mitchell is sentenced to live at Hellenweiler, an institution that is more like a jail
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than the boys' home it's supposed to be. Hal could walk out in just a few months if he keeps out of trouble. But in a place
like Hellenweiler, the more he tries to avoid the gangs and their violence, the stronger Hal's fellow inmates try to make him
fail. This title has Common Core connections. "Key does a fabulous job of keeping his readers involved in the story and
vested in the characters. Even reluctant readers will most likely find this one hard to put down." -- VOYA

Spectrum Math Workbook, Grade 7
7th Grade Advanced
A young Native American raised in the forest is suddenly thrust into the modern world, in this novel by the author of The
Dog Who Came to Stay. Thomas Black Bull’s parents forsook the life of a modern reservation and took to ancient paths in
the woods, teaching their young son the stories and customs of his ancestors. But Tom’s life changes forever when he loses
his father in a tragic accident and his mother dies shortly afterward. When Tom is discovered alone in the forest with only a
bear cub as a companion, life becomes difficult. Soon, well-meaning teachers endeavor to reform him, a rodeo attempts to
turn him into an act, and nearly everyone he meets tries to take control of his life. Powerful and timeless, When the
Legends Die is a captivating story of one boy learning to live in harmony with both civilization and wilderness.

Aka Genius
Provides a comprehensive look at the life of this American army officer and hero who turned traitor and the motives that led
him to do what he did through letters, memoirs, and political documents from that period in history. 25,000 first printing.

Saxon Math Course 3
Take just one minute a day to quickly assess student progress in basic math skills. This book features 100 quick
reproducible drill sheets to help students increase speed in math operations and strengthen problem-solving skills. The 10
problems on each sheet can be done in one or two minutes and are a great warm-up to the daily math lesson. The quick,
one-minute format combined with instant feedback makes this a challenging and motivational assignment students will look
forward to each day. Students become active learners as they discover mathematical relationships and apply acquired
understanding to complex situations and to the solution of realistic problems in each minute. An answer key is included.
Note that this book is produced in the United States and may contain some US-based standards.
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Philosophy for Teens
Eighth-Grade Math Minutes
From Pulitzer Prize-winning author Taylor Branch, the second part of his epic trilogy on the American Civil Rights Movement.
In the second volume of his three-part history, a monumental trilogy that began with Parting the Waters, winner of the
Pulitzer Prize and the National Book Critics Circle Award, Taylor Branch portrays the Civil Rights Movement at its zenith,
recounting the climactic struggles as they commanded the national stage.

Pigs on a Blanket
Using standardized testing formats, math skills are kept sharp with focused practice in computation, word problems,
graphing, measurement and numbers. Includes scope and sequence charts and answer keys.

Banner in the Sky
Color & Solve will relax the mind as Carl Jung said but also to ease the anxiety of the day to day hustle. It is not the typical
coloring book. The imagination spilled out of a relaxed mind to awaken a fertile imagination. Original artwork and word
searches relieve stress, erase boredom, and sweep us off to a place that does not require much effort-- just mindless fun.
Color & Solve is sure to activate small muscle motor skills while elevating a person's mood and focusing on positive &
serene vibes the colors coax out in us all.

The Meaning of Maggie (Sneak Preview)
Test Prep Books' FSA Math Grade 7 Workbook: FSA Math 7th Grade for Florida Standards Assessment [7th Grade Math
Workbook] Taking the FSA test? Want to get a good score? Written by Test Prep Books, this comprehensive study guide
includes: - Quick Overview - Test-Taking Strategies - Introduction - Ratios & Proportional Relationships - The Number System
- Expressions & Equations - Geometry - Statistics & Probability - Practice Questions - Detailed Answer Explanations Studying
is hard. We know. We want to help. You can ace your test. Each part of the test has a full review. This study guide covers
everything likely to be on the FSA test. Lots of FSA math practice test questions are included. Miss one and want to know
why? There are detailed answer explanations to help you avoid missing the same question a second time. Are you a bad
test taker? Use your time wisely with the latest test-taking strategies. Don't settle for just learning what is on the test. Learn
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how to be successful with that knowledge. Test Prep Books has drilled down the top test-taking tips. This will help you save
time and avoid making common mistakes on test day. Get your FSA study guide. It includes review material, FSA practice
test questions, and test-taking strategies. It has everything you need for success.

FSA Math Grade 7 Workbook
Because the Pig family has so many delays in getting to the beach, they are in for a big disappointment when they're finally
ready to ride the waves.

Daily Oral Language
Super Bowl champion and literacy crusader Malcolm Mitchell presents the story of a magician who reveals an awe-inspiring
treasure from his bag of tricks -- books that make every kid's dream come true! This is not your typical afternoon at the
library -- a magician invites kids to reach into his hat to pull out whatever they find when they dig down deep. Soon -- poof!
-- each child comes away with something better than they could've imagined -- a book that helps them become whatever
they want to be, and makes their dreams come true through pages and words, and the adventures that follow. But each
child can't help but wonder, What's really making the magic happen? "Malcolm Mitchell is changing the world through the
power of reading." -- Dav Pilkey, bestselling creator of the Dog Man and Captain Underpants series "The Magician's Hat will
cast its spell on you!" -- Jeff Kinney, bestselling author of the Diary of a Wimpy Kid series

Singapore Math Practice Level 6B, Grade 7
Journey along with Dr. Meg Lowman, a scientist who, with the help of slings, suspended walkways, and mountain-climbing
equipment, has managed to ascend into one of our planet’s least accessible and most fascinating ecosystems--the rainforest canopy. “Fresh in outlook and intriguing in details, this book will strengthen any library collection on the
rainforest.”--Booklist

The Most Beautiful Roof in the World
For as long as ten-year-old Moon can remember, he has lived out in the forest in a shelter with his father. They keep to
themselves, their only contact with other human beings an occasional trip to the nearest general store. When Moon's father
dies, Moon follows his father's last instructions: to travel to Alaska to find others like themselves. But Moon is soon caught
and entangled in a world he doesn't know or understand; he's become property of the government he has been avoiding all
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his life. As the spirited and resourceful Moon encounters constables, jails, institutions, lawyers, true friends, and true
enemies, he adapts his wilderness survival skills and learns to survive in the outside world, and even, perhaps, make his
home there. This title has Common Core connections. Alabama Moon is a 2007 Bank Street - Best Children's Book of the
Year.

Algebra, Grades 7 - 9
Word Problems, Grade 8
Will Stover is thrust into the spotlight before he is ready. Still too young to drive, the 14-year-old is called upon to lead his
high school football team into a new season. Facing resentment from teammates both old and new, Will must find his way
in the midst of the confusing world of ninth grade. Follow Will and his athletic adventures in the first book of this captivating
sports series: Freshman Phenom.

Maniac Magee
As a result of unexpected school closure, students are losing about 12 weeks of academic instruction this year. This special
edition of the Summer Learning HeadStart workbook is designed to support learning at home. It offers standards-aligned
daily Math, Reading, Vocabulary, and Writing practice to students. The extended Summer Learning Loss this year is likely to
have a huge impact on the progress students make in the 2020-21 academic year. The 2020 Summer Learning Headstart
book is the ideal at-home study solution that provides much needed academic support to students. It not only helps
students review and retain what they learned during the academic year but also study topics that were not taught in school.
The focus of this Special Edition book is to address learning loss that is associated with early school closures and Summer
holidays. This is a fun educational workbook to prevent student learning loss. It helps grade 8 students retain and
strengthen their Math & English Language Arts skills and provides a strong foundation for success in 9th grade. This
summer bridge learning workbook includes: Daily practice of eighth grade Math and ELA skills. Covers 40+ ELA and 30+
Math standards (lessons with answer keys & explanations) Fun and Useful Skill-Building Activities Informative articles for
students, parents, and educators Includes Access to Online Resources: Preview of High School Math and English Language
Arts learning standards Grade-appropriate Reading Passages Vocabulary Enrichment Activities A Summer diary tool
Opportunity to participate in the Lumos Summer Short Story Writing Competition Use on a smartphone, tablet or a personal
computer to conveniently access the online program Also Includes access code for Parent Account Access to student
performance reports Ability to assign practice questions and resources Ability to download and share reports Ability to
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create resource kits Teacher Account Access to Lumos StepUp(tm) Basic Account Support up to 30 students accounts
Assign practice and monitor progress Access to actionable performance reports More than 360,000 students and 51,000
teachers in over 25,000 schools use Lumos Learning Study Programs to improve student achievement on standardized tests
and also to master necessary Math, ELA, Writing & Reading Skills. This Lumos Summer HeadStart workbook is also suitable
for use in Summer Schools, District Summer Academies, Summer Tutoring, Summer Camps, and Summertime Learning
Initiatives. Featured Customer Testimonials Kristen Markovsky, Parent "This book has been very helpful for my daughter to
bridge from 8th to 9th next year, with school being cancelled until May 1, 2020 I feel this book will really help prepare her
for next year. Thank you for creating a great book!" Pauline, Parent "Love it.. not too hard for my son.. easy to read and the
answers in the back of the book. Heather Stewart, Parent My daughter is transitioning into 9th grade next year. So far this
has been a great help this summer.

The Brain Finds a Leg
Alabama Moon
"Level 6B covers: distance, time and speed; radius, diameter, and circumference of a circle; pie charts; area and perimeter;
volume; challenging word problems"--P. [4] of cover.

The War to End All Wars
At Canaan's Edge
Saxon Math is easy to plan and rewarding to teach. The focus on providing teachers with strategies for developing an
understanding of HOW and WHY math works builds a solid foundation for higher-level mathematics. - Publisher.

When the Legends Die
"When standardized test scores identify seventh-grader Gabe Carpenter as St. Jude's resident genius, he wonders what it
means to have brains when he can't even manage to open his own locker"--

The Real Benedict Arnold
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In this hilarious and thought-provoking contemporary teen standalone that’s perfect for fans of Moxie, a bookworm finds a
way to fight back when her school bans dozens of classic and meaningful books. Clara Evans is horrified when she discovers
her principal’s “prohibited media” hit list. The iconic books on the list have been pulled from the library and aren’t allowed
anywhere on the school’s premises. Students caught with the contraband will be sternly punished. Many of these stories
have changed Clara’s life, so she’s not going to sit back and watch while her draconian principal abuses his power. She’s
going to strike back. So Clara starts an underground library in her locker, doing a shady trade in titles like Speak and The
Chocolate War. But when one of the books she loves most is connected to a tragedy she never saw coming, Clara’s forced
to face her role in it. Will she be able to make peace with her conflicting feelings, or is fighting for this noble cause too
tough for her to bear? “Suggested Reading is a beautiful reminder that there is nothing simple about loving a book.”
—David Arnold, New York Times bestselling author of Mosquitoland

Percents and Ratios
Each easy-to-implement project includes background information for the teacher, project goals, math skills needed, a
student guide with tips and strategies, and reproducible worksheets. Projects are designed to help students meet the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics Standards and Focal Points, and chapters are organized to show how math
relates to language, arts, science, etc.--demonstrating the importance of math in all areas of real life. In Part I, Chapter 1
offers an overview of how to incorporate math projects in the classroom. Chapter 2 provides a variety of classroom
management suggestions, as well as teaching tips, and Chapter 3 offers ways teachers may evaluate project work. Each
chapter also contains several reproducibles that are designed to help students master the procedural skills necessary for
effective collaboration while working on projects. Part II, "The Projects," is divided into six separate sections: Section 1.
Math and Science Section 2. Math and Social Studies Section 3. Math and Language Section 4. Math and Art and Music
Section 5. Math and Fun and Recreation Section 6. Math and Life Skills

Daily Math Practice, Grade 6
The Citadel It stands unconquered, the last great summit of the Alps. Only one man has ever dared to approach the top,
and that man died in his pursuit. He was Josef Matt, Rudi Matt's father. At sixteen, Rudi is determined to pay tribute to the
man he never knew, and complete the quest that claimed his father's life. And so, taking his father's red shirt as a flag, he
heads off to face the earth's most challenging peak. But before Rudi can reach the top, he must pass through the forbidden
Fortress, the gaping chasm in the high reaches of teh Citadel where his father met his end. Rudi has followed Josef's
footsteps as far as they will take him. Now he must search deep within himself to find the strength for the final ascent to
the summit -- to plant his banner in the sky. His father died while trying to climb Switzerland's greatest mountain -- the
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Citadel -- and young Rudi knows he must make the assault himself.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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